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The polarization of the cosmic background

e-
Polarization  
Generated by Thompson scattering off electrons in 

quadrupolar motion.

B B

E-modes (even-parity) B-modes  (odd-parity)

Thomson 
scattering

Quadrupole 
anisotropy

Linear 
polarization

E and B-modes are parity configurations of the polarization directions.  
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Stokes parameters (linear polarization)

depend on the reference 
frame

E E



Why do we want to measure B-
modes?

Scalar perturbations (density fluctuations)                 E-modes

Tensor perturbations (gravitationnal waves)               E and B-modes
   
   

Measurement of the inflationary energy scale
r=T/S ratio related to the energy scale of inflation:

Tensor perturbation  = specific prediction from inflation
Detect B-modes = Direct detection of tensor perturbations
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Recent CMB measurements

QUAD measurements of the TT, TE EE and BB power spectra.
The smooth black curves in each panel are the power spectra expected in the best-fit CDM model to 
the WMAP 5-year data.

QUAD	  Collabora,on:Arxiv:0906.1003

Polarization detection (2001) CBI, DASI (interferometers)
Challenge for B-modes:

- high sensitivity
B modes <ten times weaker 
than E modes

- contamination by 
foregrounds
 - have to be removed
 - observation at different 
frequencies

- systematic effects
leakage of T into E and B
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actual limit r<0.24(95%CL) 



Imagers:	  BICEP,	  EBEX,	  Spider,	  QUIET,	  PolarBear

-‐	  good	  sensi,vity	  with	  large	  bolometers	  arrays,	  large	  bandwidth

-‐	  systema,cs	  induced	  by	  the	  telescope

-‐	  affected	  by	  ,me	  varia,ons	  of	  the	  atmosphere	  at	  high	  scales

-‐	  need	  observa,on	  strategy

Interferometers:	  DASI,	  CBI	  	  Polarisa,on	  detec,on	  (2001)

-‐	  beRer	  control	  of	  systema,cs	  

-‐	  angular	  resolu,on	  determined	  by	  antennas	  loca,ons

-‐	  hard	  to	  construct	  a	  large	  bandwidth	  N	  elements	  combiner	  
-‐	  limited	  number	  of	  channels	  

-‐	  amplifier	  noise	  

Bolometric	  interferometer:	  QUBIC	  
Will	  be	  installed	  in	  the	  French/Italian	  Antarc,ca	  Concordia	  Sta,on	  at	  the	  dôme	  C	  site

Experimental concepts

Interferometer
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QUBIC collaboration
      Brain Pathfinder

site testing, logistics
atmosphere characterization at Dome C 

           MBI-4 Prototype
4 horns bolometric interferometer
Observed fringes from a Gunn-source during the winter 2009 campaign (Wisconsin) 

           QUBIC
6 modules of 400 primary horns each operating at 3 different frequencies 97, 150, 220GHz and 14 degree 
(FWHM) primary beam
First module (2014): 400 primary horns at 150 GHz at one focal plane with 1024 TES sensors and 25% 
bandwidth

Constrain the B-modes down to r=0.01 at 95% confidence level with one year data with the full 
QUBIC instrument.
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Universita La Sapienza, Roma, Italy
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University of Wisconsin, USA
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[The QUBIC Collaboration, 2010] The 
QUBIC collaboration, Astroparticle

Physics, arXiv:1010.0645



QUBIC DESIGN

switches 
only 

required for 
calibration

2 redundant 
baselines

One horn

One baseline

One baseline

One baseline
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final signal
unpolarized TES array with 

polarized grid



QUBIC DESIGN

unpolarized TES array with 
polarized grid

switches 
only 

required for 
calibration

One horn

One baseline

One baseline

One baseline

final signal
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Concept	  validated
Fringes	  observed

2 redundant 
baselines



QUBIC observables
Signal on a 

detector

Synthesized image

Rotation 
frequency of the 
half wave plate

QUBIC = a 
synthesized 

imager
Synthesized beamStokes parameter

Synthesized 
beam

primary beam secondary beam horns positions

focal length combiner

bandwidth shape

detector geometry

Synthesized beam

(0.0, 90.0) Galactic

Synthesized image = the image of the sky seen through 
the synthesized beam 
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resolution of the central peak  0.33°
field of view 14° FWHM

X={I,Q,U}

8.5°



Horns, baselines and Redundancy
Square array Random array

(0.0, 90.0) Galactic

Synthesized beam formed by the set of baselines

complex structure
BUT extremely well understood
(defined by the location of the horns)
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(0.0, 90.0) Galactic Fourier Plan coverage
uv-plane coverage of the array. 

Each point corresponds to a different baseline.
Configuration squared array = large number of equivalent baselines

The multipoles can be calculated from the baseline length by 
multiplying by 2π.

lmin ∼ 43 minimum multipole accessible
lmax ∼ 867 maximun multipole accessible

Angular resolution of the synthesized beam 

400 primary horns
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Neq = 380
Neq = 1760 different baselines

79809 pairs in total



Horns, baselines and Redundancy
Square array Random array

(0.0, 90.0) Galactic

Synthesized beam formed by the set of baselines

complex structure
BUT extremely well understood
(defined by the location of the horns)
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(0.0, 90.0) Galactic Fourier Plan coverage
uv-plane coverage of the array. 

Each point corresponds to a different baseline.
Configuration squared array = large number of equivalent baselines

The multipoles can be calculated from the baseline length by 
multiplying by 2π.

lmin ∼ 43 minimum multipole accessible
lmax ∼ 867 maximun multipole accessible

Angular resolution of the synthesized beam 

400 primary horns
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Square Array
400 primary horns - 25% bandwidth - 3mm detector size 
14° field of view

760 different baselines
79809 pairs in total



Horns, baselines and Redundancy
Square array Random array

(0.0, 90.0) Galactic

Synthesized beam formed by the set of baselines

complex structure
BUT extremely well understood
(defined by the location of the horns)
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(0.0, 90.0) Galactic Fourier Plan coverage
uv-plane coverage of the array. 

Each point corresponds to a different baseline.
Configuration squared array = large number of equivalent baselines

The multipoles can be calculated from the baseline length by 
multiplying by 2π.

lmin ∼ 43 minimum multipole accessible
lmax ∼ 867 maximun multipole accessible

Angular resolution of the synthesized beam 

400 primary horns
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complex structure
BUT extremely well understood
(defined by the location of the horns)

Fourier Plan coverage
uv-plane coverage of the array. 

Each point corresponds to a different baseline.
Configuration squared array = large number of equivalent baselines

The multipoles can be calculated from the baseline length by 
multiplying by 2π.

lmin ∼ 43 minimum multipole accessible
lmax ∼ 867 maximun multipole accessible

Angular resolution of the synthesized beam 

Random Array

760 different baselines
79809 pairs in total



Horns, baselines and Redundancy
Square array Random array

(0.0, 90.0) Galactic

Synthesized beam formed by the set of baselines

complex structure
BUT extremely well understood
(defined by the location of the horns)
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(0.0, 90.0) Galactic Fourier Plan coverage
uv-plane coverage of the array. 

Each point corresponds to a different baseline.
Configuration squared array = large number of equivalent baselines

The multipoles can be calculated from the baseline length by 
multiplying by 2π.

lmin ∼ 43 minimum multipole accessible
lmax ∼ 867 maximun multipole accessible

Angular resolution of the synthesized beam 

400 primary horns
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Synthesized beam on the sky
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Synthesized beam on the sky
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Synthesized beam on the sky
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Synthesized beam on the sky

14

(including detector finite size and 30% BW)
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Autocalibration for 
systematic control

THE QUBIC collaboration - Rencontres de Moriond 2012

with
redundant baselines

2 redundant baselines



Autocalibration

Method based on redundancy:

-  ideal instrument =  measurements of redundant 
baselines equal

-  real instrument = difference because of systematic 
effects (gains, cross-polarization, location errors ...)

Autocalibration for QUBIC

signal measure 
on a bolometer 

q, with baseline ij

signal measure 
on a bolometer 
q, with horn i
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Unknows

Primary feedhorns looking at the sky

2 redundant baselines 2 different baselines



Autocalibration

Procedure
1 - Measure the Nh primary beams by scanning a source
2-  Measure one by one Nh(Nh-1)/2 synthesized images from all baselines (open 2 
horns at a time)
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Polarisation switches

Primary feedhorns looking at the sky

Reconstruction:

 Primary Feed Horns positions 
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Autocalibration

Procedure
1 - Measure the Nh primary beams by scanning a source
2 - Measure one by one Nh(Nh-1)/2 synthesized images from all baselines (open 2 
horns at a time)
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Polarisation switches

Primary feedhorns looking at the sky

Reconstruction:

Autocalibration

Exaggerated!

 Primary Feed Horns positions 
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 Numerical simulation (without polarization)

1- Generate positions of bolometers, horns and the associated set of 
baselines.
2-  Compute alphas and betas coefficients 
3-  Systematic parameters are generated (horn locations errors, pointings 
errors, assymetries of beams...) 
4-  Compute the corrupted synthesized images
5-  Add statistic noise which depends on:
6-  Solve the non-linear system with a standard non-linear least-squares 
method 

Autocalibration for systematic 
control
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Autocalibration:

 -   allows to autocalibrate at the same time the primary beam               ,        
the alphas coefficient      , the horns positions     , pointings direction    ,          .

-    allows to get a better knowledge of the synthesized beam

Results
With Nbol bolometers, 
Nh horns, 
Np different pointings of the source:

  -   nonlinear system 
over-constrained (Nhorns>20)
 -    recover                 for each channel 

and pixel 
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1000 realisations
position error 

~100µm

Horns positions

NET=300 µK.Hz-1/2 and 100 K source  with 1 sec/
baseline

9horns 16bolometers 36pointings

x1000



Autocalibration:

 -   allows to autocalibrate at the same time the primary beam               ,        
the alphas coefficient      , the horns positions     , pointings direction    ,          .

-    allows to get a better knowledge of the synthesized beam

Results
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1000 realisations
position error 

~100µm

Horns positions

NET=300 µK.Hz-1/2 and 100 K source  with 1 sec/
baseline

9horns 16bolometers 36pointings

Relative error of the 
recovererd 
parameters



QUBIC is a novel instrument for CMB 
polarization

Synthetic imager: hybrid between imager and 
interferometer 

Low and controlable systematics (autocalibration)

Plans:
First module: 2013 - 2014 (funded):
400 primary horns, 150 GHz, 25% BW, primary beam
 14 deg., 2x1024 detectors
Integration and first light in lab: 2013 
Observations in 2014 from Dome C, Antarctica:
r ~ 0.05 at 90% C.L. with one year

Longer term:
6 modules at 90, 150 and 220 GHz Observations from Dome C, 
Antarctica: 
r ~ 0.01 at 90% C.L. with one year

CONCLUSION
Concordia Station
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Concordia Station
Dome C

Thank you for your attention

G. Bordier


